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A word from Knox.

This special edition of P1xels Magazine, Charisma Lane,  is the second of a number of 
themed editions we have in the works. 

I had an image in my head for a long time: a naked woman sitting cross-legged cradling 
an antique lute  in her arms. Done right, I knew it would be a powerful image, evoking 
music, mystery, and melancholy. The first time I shot the image, I was unhappy with the 
result, so I went on Model Mayhem in search of the right model. When I saw Charisma, 
I knew she was the one. I wrote her and shared my idea and gave her a link to the P1xels 
website.

This led to the idea of a collaboration for an issue of P1xels and, as she says in her 
introduction, she suggested we offer the images to other iphonic artists. We had done 
nude remixes on P1xels before, so I knew it would work. And it did, beautifully. This 
issue is the result.

I wish to express my gratitude to the artists who took their time to work on these images, 
and who gave me permission to share them here. And many thanks to Charisma, not only 
for her curation of this issue, but for her enthusiasm, creativity, and patience in working 
with me: she taught me a lot about shooting nudes.

As always, every image in this publication was shot and edited on an iPhone,  or other iOS  
device. No off-device image editing was permitted.

     —Knox Bronson

     Main site: http://pixelsatanexhibition.com

     Fine art signed edition prints: http://p1xels.com



Charisma Lane
Guest Curator, Model, and Muse for this issue of P1xels Magazine.

A few months back, Knox contacted me about doing a shoot. Wanting to shoot a nude 
with a lute, Knox was positive I was the right one to display the melancholy he wished 
to convey. He had already tried the shot with a young model and it hadn’t worked.

In reading his bio, I immediately found the idea of taking pictures with your iPhone, 
and then apping them, fascinating. I had never met anyone who did this. The only 
people I saw taking these types of photos were my friends on Facebook who had shared 
some amateur images. I had heard of an app called Hipstomatic, but that was the extent 
of my knowledge on the subject.

Knox directed me to http://pixelsatanexhibition.com and I was amazed at the talent 
on the site from photographers all over the world. I was happy to collaborate and 
instantly flattered that he wanted to work together – most specifically that he chose 
me. iPhonongraphy is a beautiful expression of art and I’m proud to be part of the 
movement.

We scheduled a couple of different photo shoots and created that image, as well as 
some more of the images you see here. Knox and I instantly became good friends, 
and it was his idea that we should create an issue of P1xels together. We already had 
so many images we had worked on together. We scheduled several more photo shoots 
with some original creative concepts and the hope of revealing the different facets of 
me. After collecting hundreds of images, I suggested that we offer the images to other 
iPhoneographers on the P1xels site to allow them the opportunity to revisualize the 
images in their own styles. This issue is the result of that: we are thrilled with the work 
that came back from the community.

As a model and artist, I am always interested in creating art; therefore I am always 
open to trying something new. I believe iPhoneography allows more individuals to be 
artists, and I wholeheartedly support that notion. I am very pleased with this issue, 
and really appreciate the support of Knox. A big thank you goes out as well to all the 
iPhonographers who supported us in the creation of this issue. My many moods are fully 
represented here, and I’m so happy to share them with you. 

Thank you,

Charisma Lane
San Francisco
www.charismalane.com
www.facebook.com/charismalane
www.beautifulobscene.com





Charisma At Rest

Roger Guetta

Toronto, Canada



The Body Cannot Live Without The Mind

Elodie Hunting

Arnhem, Holland



Untitled

Rosanna Cappiello

United Kingdom

http://pixelsatanexhibition.com/?s=cappiello



I Wish I Was Monica Vitti 

Jamie Stewart

Oakham, England



Lady Madonna

Lu Guada

Venice, Italy



Animalistic

Gordon Fraser

Glasgow, Scotland

http://www.p1xels.com/artists/gordon-fraser/



Untitled

Mark Gentry

Mabank, Texas



Untitled

Mark Gentry

Mabank, Texas



Coma

Glenn Homann

Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

http://www.p1xels.com/artists/glenn-homann/



Nude 2

Elodie Hunting

Arnhem, The Netherlands



Untitled

Lu Guada

Venice, Italy



Untitled

Christopher Swink

Missouri



Garbo

Sean Hayes

Zaventem, Belgium



O You Pretty Things

Knox Bronson

Oakland, California



Trial

Gordon Fraser

Glasgow, Scotland



Untitled

Gordon Fraser

Glasgow, Scotland



Being

Roger Guetta

Toronto, Canada



Waiting

Gordon Fraser

Glasgow, Scotland



Untitled

Roger Guetta

Toronto, Canada



Untitled

Roger Guetta

Toronto, Canada



Charisma One

Rosanna Cappiello

United Kingdom

http://pixelsatanexhibition.com/?s=cappiello



The Sky Is The Limit

Max T. Frame

Sardinia



Untitled

Roger Guetta

Toronto, Canada



Nera

Lu Guada

Venice, Italy



Untitled

James Clarke

Denver, Colorado



Music

Knox Bronson

Oakland, California



Metropolitan Home

Knox Bronson

Oakland

http://www.p1xels.com/artists/knox-bronson/



Unmasked

Knox Bronson

Oakland

http://www.p1xels.com/artists/knox-bronson/



Untitled

Rosanna Cappiello

United Kingdom

http://pixelsatanexhibition.com/?s=cappiello



Rococo

Hans Borghorst

Meppen, Germany



“Our fine arts were developed, their types and uses were established, in times very different 

from the present, by men whose power of action upon things was insignificant in comparison 

with ours. But the amazing growth of our techniques, the adaptability and precision they have 

attained, the ideas and habits they are creating, make it a certainty that profound changes 

are impending in the ancient craft of the Beautiful.”

    —Paul Valéry, Aesthetics

P1XELS magazine is published intermittently. 

This edition of P1XELS is ©2012 by Knox Bronson & Charisma Lane. All 
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